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President Isaias Sends Message to Foreign Leaders
President Isaias Afwerki sent
a message to several Heads of
State and Government on the
advent of the New Year once
again drawing their attention to
continued injustices meted to
Eritrea. The President underlined
that such indefensible acts not
only contravene fundamental
tenets of international law and
morality but are also fraught with
perilous threats to regional peace
and security.
Recalling that 14 years have
elapsed since the adoption of
the Eritrea-Ethiopia Boundary
Commission ruling on the border
delimitation and demarcation,

Southern Red Sea Region: Work
Assessment Meeting
The Southern Red Sea regional
administration has conducted
performance assessment meeting
in 2016. In a speech he delivered
at the meeting, Ambassador
Mohammed-Seid Mantai pointed
out that major projects pertaining to
the upgrading of living standard of
the public have been implemented.
At the meeting reports as regards
implementation of charted out
programs including social services,
agriculture, marine resources,
construction and trade as well
as tourism and administrative
issues were presented. It was also
reported that 500 mm of rainfall

was registered and 315 hectares
of land cultivated and that a good
harvest was collected and animal
feed ensured.
It was also reported that a microdam that could hold 45 thousand
meter cube of water was build and
a micro-dam holding 28 thousand
meter cube of water renovated in
Gahro, Southers Denkalia subzone. Potable water project worth
2.4 million Nakfa was also put in
place in Beilul.
Ambassador Mohammed-Seid
finally gave briefing on the big
programs for 2017.

Merit Award for Promoting
Educational Excellence
A report presented at an
assessment meeting in the Southern
Red Sea region disclosed that
award for outstanding students has
been making due contribution in
encouraging students score higher
grade.
Reports indicated that 72%
of the total number of students
who participated in the 8th grade

the President pointed out that
sovereign Eritrean territories
still remain under occupation. In
this connection, he called on the
leaders to ensure the respect of the
rule of law.
President Isaias went on to
underline that the Eritrean people
have been wronged several times
at the hands of the UN in the past
and as such they deserve redress
and reparations for the wrongs
done and not continued and
unjustified punishment.
In regard to the illegal and
unfair sanctions against Eritrea,
the President noted that the

unjustifiable sanctions were passed
deceitfully on fabricated charges
which had no basis on law or facts.
President Isaias stressed that the
main purpose of the sanctions was
to deflect international attention
from the occupation of sovereign
Eritrean territories and thereby
corner Eritrea from advocating its
legitimate rights.
President Isaias underlined that
the continued wrong doings against
the Eritrean people, coupled
with the occupation of sovereign
Eritrean territories constitute harm
beyond reparation and called on
the UN Security Council to rectify
its errors without further delay.

Youths Keen to Promote Development
The youth in Adi-Tekelezan sub-zone are taking active participation in development endeavors.
Ms. Helen Tewoldebrhan, Head of the NUEYS in the sub-zone, stated that the youth there have received
training in metal work, electricity installation and video camera, among others and expressed readiness to
translate the knowledge they have acquired into practice.

PFDJ Central region: Praiseworthy Activities
At an annual assessment meeting
conducted recently, it was reported
that the PFDJ branch in the
Central region has implemented
praiseworthy activities in 2016.
Reports including expansion of
activities, tour to regions as well
as popular campaign conducted
were presented at the meeting.
According to reports, it was noted
that organizational capacity is

improving from time to time and
commendable activities have been
made to alleviate challenges.
The participants conducted
extensive discussion on the report
presented and called for enhancing
effort to improve the livelihood of
citizens, effective potable water
distribution, notable house rent
procedure, as well as follow up on
transportation tariff.

Commending the activities
implemented in 2016, Mr. Yosuf
Saiq, Secretary of the PFDJ in
the Central region, called on
the participants to reinforce
participation for the success of
2017 development programs.
In the same vein, the PFDJ
offices in the sub-zones of Haikota,
Mogolo and Aqordet conducted
similar meetings.

national examination in 2015/2016
have been promoted to secondary
level.
Present at the meeting,
Ambassador Mohammed Seid
Mantay, Managing Director in the
regional administration, called on
parents and stakeholders to make
due contribution in upgrading
student performance.

Eritrea Profile Wishes a
Happy New Year to All!
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Eritrea 2016 - A Review
Mela Ghebremedhin
What a year it has been for the
world. We saw increasing insecurity
in countries formerly known for
their safety, growing climate
change, deepening economic crisis,
expanding emerging markets at the
expense of some larger powers,
growing global migration that has
surpassed World War II levels,
deepening despair in the Middle
East, emerging of newly elected
US President, passing of Cuban
Revolution figure Fidel Castro and
the list can go on. Eritrea, also,
had a quite unforgettable year in
2016, a combination of challenges
and success stories. After the New
Year’s celebration and the Geez
Christmas in early January, Eritrea
was quickly immersed into events,
diplomatic work, conferences,
new agreements, and reforms,
with everything culminating in
the silver Jubilee anniversary of
Independence Day. In today’s
last issue of the year, let’s look at
Eritrea in review of 2016 through
its major headlines, particularly
related to cooperation, divided into
two parts, Eritrea profile presents
its first part.
Part I
January, the month of new
resolutions…
As

the

tradition

suggests,
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many promise themselves to take
upon resolutions for the New
Year such as starting to go to the
gym or starting a new project. In
Eritrea, after a colourful New Year
followed by Geez Christmas, it
was time to go back to the routine.
However, this was a special
routine in 2016: a year to reflect on
achievements, challenges and way
forward while entering its Silver
Jubilee Independence Anniversary.
It’s a somewhat different routine
with important changes and one
of them at the top of discussion to
local dwellers… Yes, I am talking
about the banking reform and its
redemption and regulation of the
circulation of Nakfa currency notes
highlighted in President Isaias
Afwerki’s interview with local
media on January 22nd and 23rd.
People starting to use the banking
system which was unknown to
many before, a more regulated flow
of money and citizens are trying to
adjust to this reform on the first
month of the year. January, known
to be the time of wedding fuss,
while newlywed cars stroll around
town, on the other side, diplomatic
relations began in force with the
visit of the Assistant SecretaryGeneral and Deputy Emergency
Relief Coordinator of the UN,
Ms. Kyun-wha Kaang, where she
held discussions in strengthening
engagement and cooperation
between the Government of Eritrea
and the UN. As the year reflects
the 25th birthday of the nation,
for the occasion, the symbolic
independence torch started its
journey on the 15th, going through
all regions before reaching final
destination on May 24th in
Asmara.
February, between love and
victory…
February, the month of lovers

with renown Valentine Day and a
month of history with the liberation
of Massawa, which opened the
door to Eritrea’s independence in
1990. In commemoration of the
heroic feat of the Fenkil Operation,
the port city of Massawa hosted
festivities on the weekend of the
10th February through cultural
shows, sport competition, theatrical
performance, and local food and
beverage. Work continued for
Eritrea with the hosting of the
Common Market of Eastern and
Southern Africa (COMESA)
Workshop on “Money Laundering
and
Terrorism
Financing
Sensitization
for
Reporting
Institutions”. A first of its kind in
the country and came at a critical
juncture, in line with the banking
and financial reform. Diplomatic
efforts continued under the lead of
Foreign Affairs, Minister Osman
Saleh, and his visit on behalf of
Eritrea’s President to the Sudan.
Diaspora also started the
year effectively by organizing
a workshop on Eritrean natural
resources development in the
UK inviting mining companies
operating in Eritrea and prospective
investors. In terms of cooperation
and investment, February was
specifically in the headlines in
regards to the signing agreement
between the European Union (EU)
and Eritrea worth 200 million Euros
within the infrastructure, energy
and human resources management
sectors, while credentials of 14
ambassadors were handed to
President Isaias Afwerki on the
21st of the month.
February was also highlighted
with the candidature of the city of
Asmara to the World Heritage List
submitted on the first of the month.
At the African Union Headquarters,
Eritrea also received the 2016

African Leaders Malaria Alliance
(ALMA) Award in recognition of
the country’s progress in fighting
malaria and meeting the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs)
target for malaria eradication.
Award and triumph continued with
Eritrea’s decisive victory in the
2016 African Continental Cycling
Championships for the sixth
consecutive year, and won the men’s
elite team time trial competition at
the African Continental Cycling
Championships, held in Morocco.
March, women as the society’s
pillar…
While President Isaias Afwerki
departed to Qatar for a working visit
on March 15th, Foreign Minister,
on his side, addressed the 31st
Convention of the Human Rights
Council at the UN Headquarters in
Geneva. In his speech, he stressed
that Eritrea “welcomes genuine
partnerships and is responsive
to those who seek to engage it in
good faith and for mutual good and
benefit” and with this motto, the
beginning of the year already gave
a glimpse of Eritrea’s multiplying
efforts regarding its diplomacy in
2016.
March, as the tradition as it,
Eritrea celebrated March 8th, the
International Women’s Day as a
national holiday, making Eritrea
one of the few countries in the
world recognizing it as a national
day. In fact, the National Union
of Eritrean Women (NUEW) in
partnership with the UN in Eritrea,
multiplied their diplomatic efforts
by holding two side-events at the
UN in Geneva on March 11th under
the theme of “the Role of Eritrean
Women in Development, Gender,
Equality and Empowerment”. The

second one held at the UN in New
York on March 22nd was entitled
“From Grassroots to National
Action in Combating Gender Based
Violence in Eritrea”. Successful
events in the diplomatic world
were echoed with wonderful events
within the country. One of them,
the 7th festival of the Institutions
of Higher Education launched
at the EIT College in Mai-Nefhi
was colorfully celebrated with the
theme of enhancing the importance
of higher education as agent of
development.
April, between conferences and
reminders of the past…
April, while Christian faithfuls
were in the middle of their fasting,
during the European Easter break,
Eritrean youth organization in
the diaspora known as the Young
People Front for Democracy and
Justice (YPFDJ), a more than a
decade aged organization, holds a
conference at that time of the year
in one of the European cities. This
year, Italian branch of YPFDJ was
the host in Montesilvano under
the theme of “Integrated Mekete
for Sustainable Development
and Equal Partnership”. Besides
this conference, major ones
happened within the country.
Hence, the Pharmacovigilance
advanced course as the first of its
kind in Eritrea accommodating
professionals in the sector coming
from all corners of the globe,
sharing experiences with local
professionals and students for the
promotion of drug regulation.
A second one, the National
Confederation of Eritrean Workers
(NCEW) hosted an international

continued on page 5
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Sawa and the New Year’s Festivity
There is this Tigrinya proverb I
like most: “Don’t be quick to make
promises.” I once was a history
instructor at Warsay Ykealo
Secondary School in Sawa four
years ago. On the eve of 2014, I,
along with friends, were making
resolutions and promises for the
upcoming year. When it was my
turn, I promised that one day I
would return to Sawa to celebrate
New Year’s Eve. I honored my
promise by celebrating the arrival
of 2016 in Sawa. My trip started
from Asmara in the comfortable
seats of a modern bus. The
majority of the passengers were
loud and humorous Sudanese
tourists who came via Tessenei
to enjoy Eritrea and were now
returning home. The deafening
voice of the tourists, accompanied
by music videos blaring from the
television screen made it feel like
I was having fun in a modern

cafe.
As the sun was preparing to
rise, we found ourselves at
the hair pin twist roads of Libi
Tigreay in Anseba region. After
a stop for tea at a place called
Melhas, we were met by the
sun’s rays at the Ela Berid estate.
Originally developed in the early
20th century, it features vast fruit
and vegetable plantations, small
scale industries, a church, school,
and residences shaded by large
trees.
After enjoying such beauties,
we passed through Keren,
encircled by a vast chain of
mountains, down the slope of
the attractive Tinkulhas road.
At last, we reached the Gash
Barka meadow and had a special
breakfast in a town called
Aderde. Gash Barka appears to
be a sea of endless plains, with

fields of cereals, fruits and other
cash crops, sustained by its rich
underground water resources.
It was also striking to observe
the areas circumscribed by
mountains. Houses along and far
away from the road were made up
of materials from the surrounding
area. The communities rely on
animal herding, agriculture and
trade, and are rich in cultural
heritage and unique traditional
lifestyles.
We were travelling on smooth
tarmac road, full of large and
small causeways. It could serve
small and large vehicles without
any difficulty. On its side, were
modern electric towers distanced
far apart. Every now and then, we
caught a glimpse of a number of
burned vehicles scattered around
various fields. These heavy
metal vehicles were burned

during the major battles of the
armed struggle. They long since
represented the patriotic fervor
of the Eritrean fighters. They
are our national heritage, which
need special consideration and
conservation as an historical
legacy.
After very long hours of driving
through villages and towns, I got
off the bus in Haicota, since the
bus was headed to Tesseney. I
started my journey to Forto Sawa
in a small Toyota minibus with
very crowded with passengers via
Hashenkit. Haicota’s fields are of
great potential to agro-economic
activity. The government has
initiated investment in such
modern agricultural systems by
means of building dams. Large
agro-economic activities have
taken place in Molover, Haykotaa,
At Himbol, Gerset, Fanko, and

Hamaliet. To realize this, large
dams have been built by internal
potential at Gerset, Fankoo, and
Kerkebet (Anseba).
After a tough and tiresome
journey, at last I had reached my
destination. In my distant view,
Sawa and its hangars welcomed
me with flags at the top of their
roofs.
This is Sawa - a place of
resistance and patriotism. Sawa
is always at the heart of Eritrean
national self-determination. It is
a place where our youth promise
to go on with our founders’
historical responsibility. It is a
place of endurance, tolerance,
creativity, brotherhood and
social adaptability. Therefore,

continued on page 7
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A Fresh Start - The New Year
Semir Seid
By the time this article is
published, everyone will be on
a countdown for the New Year.
Months before, friends, colleagues
and families have decided where and
how to celebrate this great festivity.
‘Hadsh Amet kemey ena?’ is the
question everyone in town addresses
to their loved ones in order to find
out what their plans might be. It
is a time of resolutions, promises,
hopes and wishes. Almost everyone
in the world awaits this hour with
excitement, as if something really
dramatic will happen, like we will
all jump into space and float wildly.
This hour brings many resolutions.
Individuals and couples with red
faces in the previous year are in
more forgiving and forgetful moods.
Business men act like men and pay
their debts. Store displays continue
to track the days since announcing
big discounts for their customers.
Institutions have closed their
doors for end-of the year auditing.
College students hardly listened to
their lessons in the last two days
of the semester, excitedly thinking
about a break from their studies.
Mothers wish the best for their
kids, families and communities.
Elders kindly expect their particular
prayers to be answered on this day,
and for miracles to manifest. And
some journalists’ have to work on
this holiday to capture the exciting
moments as people celebrate, all
credit to them.
There might be special ways
of celebrating this new day in the
country side but it is globalization
has gathered most people into an

urban way of celebration. The
Chinese follow their own calendar, as
do the Arabs and others, but the rest
of the world follows the Gregorian
calendar, readying itself to celebrate
in its respected spectacular and
particular ways.
Amet Selam, Amet Fqri, Amet
ksanet, Amet Rahwa, Mulue Tiena
yigberelna are the local repeated
and sundry wishes which imply
the new year to be a year of peace,
love, tranquility, prosperity, and
good health. Even if they have them
already, people want an updated
version of those qualities since it is
the New Year.
Attitude adjustment is what
people fight for and try to introduce
into themselves from this day
onwards. It is a day for transforming
personal bad habits, adjusting
former interactions with people and
changing lifestyles. Some claim it
is just an issue of the date changing
and that there is no need to bother
about it, pessimistically jumping to

the next and saying that if anyone
looks for change they must begin
from where they stand.
Some people prefer to take a
vacation after an exhausting year of
routineness in their jobs. Heading to
the city of Massawa and enjoying
the Gorgusum beach is a popular
journey for many in Asmara. Nearly
half of the youth by now in the port
city, choosing this very relaxing
spot.
Bars, restaurants, night clubs and
also snack bars are the most visited
places since people take the days
off. Even Deqi Mamma (mammas
girls and boys) are allowed to spend
the night out but with plenty of precautions.
Venturing for refreshment spots in
Mai-Hutsa and Mai-Surwa is another
preference people look for on the
first day of the New Year. Getting
together is the main ingredient,
along with all sorts of drinks and
foods. Many liters of liquor are
exhausted on the New Year’s Eve
that I can surely tell, despite I am
no alcohol fan. No empty seats, no
empty clubs or bars except empty
homes. Everyone is out! trying to
forget the misery of the last year and
have fun, while few are praying in
their homes for the next year to be
more pleasant than the last.
Over the past week money has
been collected by individuals and
institutions for the enjoyment of this
special event. Coffee ceremonies in
a well-articulated manner are served
on the first day of the year. Mothers
wear traditional dresses, sitting and
calling all her family to have a sip
from the lovingly prepared coffee,
topped off with the smoky incense
of myrrh. Popcorn and candies are

presented in Mebli’e Qursi. Postcards
with double wishes of Christmas
and the New Year have been already
distributed by institutions to their
employees, just as people share their
own to their loved ones.
Expatriates have already landed
and reunited with their families.
Families are gathering together
for special dinners. Friends have
already left to the port and some are
even leaving this morning so they
can enjoy the winds and waves of
the Red Sea and the scenic walks
on the streets of the historical port
city of Massawa. Others who have
remained in the towns have arranged
their programs. People everywhere
are keeping their smartphones in
hand expecting and replying to the
mid-night texts with the fireworks
launching to the high skies. The
social media activity of friends
and families is crowded with posts
of New Year wishes that make it
hard for late users to use the busy
network.

The three busy holidays: Ferenji
Christmas, the New Year and Ldet
(local Christmas) are renowned to
let people go from their routines and
enjoy their times over span of two
weeks. The mind blowing moment
is hours away and people throughout
the world are eagerly expecting their
first hugs of 2017 and to express
their wishes for their loved ones.
Thankfully, new babies will be
delivered on the New Year’s Day,
and, sadly, some great friends and
family members will no longer be
with us. With that in mind, enjoy the
New Year’s Day, as you may never
know where you might end up after.
It is a time for warm hugs,
regaining peace with people and
looking forward. May the new
beginning bring happiness, a spirit
of starting, fresh dimensions to our
lives and again more enjoyment we
could ever imagine.
Happy New Year !
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Press Release
Alsharq Al-Awast: distorted news
In the past few days, the London-based Alsharq Al-Awsat has published - in its Arabic
and English editions - a number of distorted “news stories” on Eritrea.
To embellish and rationalize the TPLF’s continued flouting of international law
and its occupation of sovereign Eritrean lands, the paper gullibly parrots mendacious
pronouncements of the regime’s new Foreign Minister who claims, with a straight face,
that his government “has long accepted the Eritrea-Ethiopia Boundary Commission
ruling on Badme”.
Asharq Al-Awast could have easily checked literature available in the public domain
that illustrate, without any equivocation, that the EEBC had announced its “final and
binding” delimitation decisions in April 2002 and deposited the demarcation coordinates
with the UN Cartographic Unit in 2007. Ethiopia’s rejection of these decisions and
occupation to-date of sovereign Eritrean lands is thus a flagrant violation of international
law and its peace treaty obligations as stipulated in the Algiers Peace Agreement.
Mincing words or resorting to deceitful packaging cannot alter this reality.
In another lengthy but shallow “opinion piece” by a certain Abdulrahman Al-Rashid,
Alsharq Al-Awast again goes out of its way to shower praise on the TPLF regime as a
“dependable” errand boy to advance US military and political agendas in the Horn of
Africa region. To highlight this point, the author claims: “Ethiopia has succeeded to
contain Somalia by force, unlike Afghanistan, and it disciplined Eritrea”.

The mayhem that has afflicted Somalia since Ethiopia’s military invasion in 2006 is
a matter of historical record and widely acknowledged by knowledgeable observers
of the region. As for Ethiopia “disciplining” Eritrea, the author is either oblivious to
contemporary history or an avid apologist of failed aggressors.
More importantly, sustainable peace and stability in the Horn of Africa/Middle East
region will not be achieved through a security architecture that exalts hegemony and
“policing” by selected “anchor states” to carry out the bidding of extraneous forces.
Security and cooperation frameworks that promote enduring interests of all the countries
and peoples in this sensitive region must indeed be predicated on legality and mutual
respect of each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.
Alsharq Al-Awsat can and should contribute to this objective through impartial and
nuanced reporting and analysis of news and events in the region instead of propagating
false narratives to whitewash the regime in Ethiopia that finds itself embroiled in a domestic
quagmire of its own making.
Ministry of Information
Asmara
30 December 2016

Eritrea 2016...
continued from page 2
conference in partnership with the
International Trade Union Confederation of
Africa (ITUC) under the theme of “Decent
Work Agenda in Eritrea”.
In economic terms, Chinese Sichuan
Company bought a 60% share of Sunridge
Gold Mining Company while Eritrea signed
the Paris agreement on Climate change
in New York. A busy month combined
with major sport events such as the Tour
of Resilience for Development a cycling
tour organized in line with the jubilee
anniversary.
April 13th, reminded us of the EritreanEthiopian Border Commission (EEBC) and
its 14th year since its signing. However, the
ongoing occupation of Eritrean territory by
Ethiopia remains until today. April, also
marked the 25th year of the final offensive
for the total liberation of the country, which
took place in Dekemhare.
May, a silvery colored month…
Easter came at the crossroad of May Day
celebration in Eritrea. It gave a special
glimpse and a feeling of festivity starting
from the early morning prayers, enjoying
a traditional coffee time with loved ones
followed by delicious meals and laughter
while it was the day to remember workers. At
the Eritrean Naval Base in Gedem also, the
Easter Holiday was fervently celebrated with

concerts, food and drinks. NCEW organized
its May Day Commemoration at the Baroko
Textile Factory with the slogan “Strong
Organization for a Productive Union”. While
the independence festivity took place the
whole month, the UNDP in Eritrea marked
its 50th anniversary through a fieldtrip
inviting ministries’ representatives, UN
agencies to showcase development projects
in food security and agriculture in the Anseba
region. Further, the National Afforestation
Day and 10th Anniversary of Eritrea’s Green
Campaign via conference and activities.
Abroad, while Eritrean communities were
also celebrating the independence month,
Diplomacy continued. In fact, Eritrea
attended the World Humanitarian Summit
Ministerial Conference on Sustainability of
Migratory Phenomenon in Istanbul, Turkey,
without failing to recall on the 69th Session
of World Health Assembly in Geneva as well
as the signing of an agreement to strengthen
cooperation ventures in the health sector
between Eritrea and China.
Art performances, shows, artists from
all around the world, wonderful lightning,
carnival depicting Eritrea’s last 25 years,
movies, and concerts were the highlights
of the month with thousands of visitors
from abroad joining the crowd. Nostalgia
mixed with joy reflected the mood of
the celebrations. The symbolic torch
for development and resilience, after its
circuitous route through the six regions of
the country made its way to the 24th May’s
official ceremony at Bahti Meskerem Square

in Asmara with the lightning of the giant
torch by Athlete Zeresenay Tadesse.
June, a turbulent month…
Diplomacy and PR work were at their
peak in June both from officials as well
as civil society groups in the diaspora. As
such, after a press release by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs to the Human Rights
Council on June 2nd, stating that, “Eritrea
has called on UN Human Rights Council
to stop the ‘Commission of Inquiry’ (COI)
from preventing a fair hearing on the human
rights situation in Eritrea by preemptively
releasing its report to the public”.
While the Muslim faithfuls celebrated
Eid-Al-Fitr Al Mubarek after a month of
Ramadan fasting, people, both Christians and
Muslims, go to their friends’ or neighbors’
to enjoy the festivity. Locally, diaspora who
came to visit Eritrea in conjunction with
the jubilee anniversary held an important
meeting with PFDJ officials in Asmara where
more than 500 called present. June 11th, was
also the National Conference on Combating
Child Marriage, an African initiative to
combat such practices where stakeholders
and presentations on cultural beliefs and
impact on girls were part of the discussed.
Important books depicting Eritrea’s history
were inaugurated such as Dr. Tekeste
Fekadu’s “The Roads to Asmara”.
Meanwhile, Mr. Yemane Gebreab,
Presidential Advisor, delivered a press

statement at the UN in Geneva in response
to the COI’s report. In line with it, the
Eritrean Global Action for Justice led a
petition to oppose new injustices against the
people of Eritrea where more than 200,000
signed. Statements continued with Foreign
Minister Osman Saleh at the 32nd session
of the UNHRC in Geneva on June 14th.
Social media was swamped with the hashtag
#IStandWithEritrea, media campaigns,
articles multiplied. June was surely
tremendous for Eritrea and Eritreans and a
rising anger and sadness after the Ethiopian
attacks on Eritrean soil in Tsorona where
18 Eritreans were martyred as announced
by President Isaias in his speech delivered
on Martyr’s Day. People gathering at the
Martyr’s Cemetery in Asmara could not hold
their tears by hearing the news on this day of
remembrance. A day later, more than 10,000
Eritreans and friends of Eritrea gathered
together in Geneva to protest against the COI
report and the continued illegal occupation
of Eritrean territory by Ethiopia.
Besides the PR efforts and the continued
challenges Eritrea faces, June 2016 was also
reflected with the Kerkebet Dam being ready
for operation improving the livelihoods of
local communities and enhancing agricultural
potential in the region of Gash Barka.
Already a mid-term year full of challenges
and successes… In our next issue, we will
see how the last six months of the year 2016
resembled. Until then, Happy New Year
2017!
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Happy New Year & Merry Christmas to the People
and the Government of Eritrea.
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Local News
Veterinary Service in Nakfa
and Adobha
A total of 46,000 livestock have
been immunized against various
diseases in Nakfa and Adobha subzones.
Mr. Mahmud Husein, Head of
livestock health in the Northern
Red Sea region, indicated that the
immunization program has been
carried out in collaboration with 11
Administrative areas of Nakfa subzone and 5 from Adobha sub-zone.
The Farming community in the
area commended the Ministry of
Agriculture and stakeholders for
the unremitting effort they are
exerting to secure livestock health.
Wildlife Reserve Boosting Biodiversity
Mr. Maikele Keleta, Head of
Agriculture Ministry’s office
in Gash-Barka region, said that
wildlife reserve in Laelai-Gash sub-

zone is making due contribution in
boosting the number of wildlife
and preservation of vegetation.
Pointing out that there has been
a growing number of elephants
in Laelai-Gash despite regular
farming activities in the area,
Mr. Maikele explained that the
farmers were reallocated to other
areas so as to ensure the safety
of the elephants as well as avoid
possible confrontation between the
elephants and the farmers.
Mr. Gide Estifanos,Administrator
of Laelai-Gash sub-zone, explained
that the wildlife reserve covers a
large area in Gash-Barka stretching
from Sutuna around Tekeze River
to Kurkuji around Gash River.
Meanwhile, the residents and
government institutions have
been exerting effort to protect the
abundant vegetation and elephant
habitat.

Infrastructure Development in Ginda Sub-zone
The Administrator of Ginda sub-zone, Mr. Omar Yahia, said that infrastructure projects worth over 23 million
Nakfa have been implemented.
The activities include potable water supply in the Administrative areas of Metkel Abiet, Dengolo and MaiHabar on the basis of solar energy, coupled with renovation of water source in Ginda town, construction of dams
in Nefasit and Embatkala, construction of health center in Embatkala administrative area, installing street lights in
Ginda town, and the installation of electricity lines and water pipelines as well as construction of micro-dams and
water diversion schemes in Adi-Shuma Administrative area.
Mr. Omar further explained that commendable activities have been undertaken as regards environmental
sanitation in addition to soil and water conservation.

Integrated Effort to Avoid Harmful Practices
At a meeting in the Northern Red Sea and Central regions, the participants called for an end to harmful practices
through enhanced public awareness.
The Director General of Social Services in the Northern Red Sea region, Mr. Tesfai Tekle, explained that
awareness-raising campaign and seminars organized have made significant contribution in promoting behavioral
change.
Mr. Kidane Yohannes, Head of the Ministry of Labor and Human Welfare branch in Nakfa sub-zone, called for
the reinforcement of public participation and religious leaders in efforts to raise public awareness.
Likewise, at a meeting held in Berik sub-zone, a call was made to the public to combat harmful practices as
regards health and other aspects of social life.

Sawa and the New...
continued from page 3
as a guest, I was enthusiastic to
enjoy those national ideals. As
planned, I met with the Sawa’s
current occupants: The 29th
round, military men, teachers and
other civil members on the last
day of 2015. I had the obligatory
coffee ceremony with my former
colleagues under the vast gaba
trees that seem to cover most of
Sawa.
This was the last day of 2015.
Sawa youth, as expected, were
hurriedly preparing for the New
Year celebrations. Every Sawa
member was eager to contribute
to the beauty of the day. Different
food varieties were cooked from
meat and vegetables. Especially
at the teacher’s hall, meat was
cooked in up three to four types
of kilwa, dilot, and zigni, with hot
pepper and without. Beverages
including, beer, Coke, juice, and
traditional drinks like Sewa and
Dummu-Dummu were prepared.
The halls were decorated with
colorful ribbons, flags and

various quotes in English,
Arabic, Tigrinya and other
Eritrean languages with national
and inspirational messages. Voice
magnifiers were set for recreation
and dancing.
My former colleagues were
hospitable beyond recognition,
with more generous attitudes
towards guests like me. In Sawa,
there are more than 300 academic
teachers. All are professionals
in their respective disciplines,
hardworking and keen to learn
more. They are highly committed
to the responsibility they were
entrusted with: to be accountable
to thousands of their younger
brothers and sisters, to teach
and organize them and act as
role models. It was an extremely
astonishing moment for me to ring
in the New Year with such kind
of patriots, who are full of hope
and initiative. As the New Year
approached, we simply immersed
ourselves in the pleasure of
dancing to the Eritrean tunes that
were playing in the speaker and
stopping for a second or two for
the camera flashes that created

photographic memories.
Sawa is more over the place
of a sophisticated organizational
structure with both militaristic
and academic ends. It is a place
of thousands with cohesive
military principles. Decisions
for thousands may be hard
somewhere else, but not in Sawa,
which is built under the deep
consciousness of our founding
fathers. They are always the
nucleus of Eritrea’s national
survival. They teach the trainees
historical legacies, encourage
physical fitness, and empower
them to realize their dreams. By
in large, they teach tolerance,
resistance,
discipline,
selfresponsibility and integration.
Therefore, it was a great
opportunity for me to celebrate
with those who are at the heart of
such contribution.
As the New Year’s came near,
their faces were full of hope and
love. Combined with their fitness
and
well-designed
military
uniforms, they fulfilled the
charismatic appearance of being
soldiers. There was no hierarchy

among them, but the boss and
the layman, the military officer
and the store keeper, the driver
and the cook together enjoyed
the utmost fun of the New Year’s
celebration. What I witnessed
through my own eyes was that
in more than 20 brigades, things
were all the same and everyone
expressed lovingly their hopes
for the prosperity of the coming
year.

was also very unique. They
celebrated it through sports
competitions and enjoyed the day
with Cokes, juice and attractive
and tasty pizza with ‘’Happy
New Year’’ written on its top.
They were also exceptionally
good at decorating their homes
and enjoyed the the day through
fashion shows, poems, and with
their “do the best with the least”
approach.

Moreover, Sawa is the melting
pot of Eritrean society. Each
year from all parts of the country
with different backgrounds of
ethnicity, religion and region,
arrive Eritrean youth. This is
entirely for educational purposes,
aside from the obligation of every
youth to promote his/her natural
and social essence. Here were
the new occupants of Sawa, the
29th round, with two strategic
objectives
and
inseparable
missions: (1) to have an access to
an environment which is full of
mutual academic cooperation and
(2) to fulfill the national service
program.
New Year with those students

Some of us we may enjoy New
Year’s celebrations by going
to Massawa, some by going to
modern night clubs, or perhaps
enjoying a pint at bars with friends
and even some not at all. From all
of those I had experienced in the
past, New Year in in Sawa was
the best one. Having fulfilled my
promise, I had returned back to
Asmara a more proud Eritrean.
Last but not least, to Sawa,
the hub of Eritrean national selfdetermination, it is my pleasure
to say to you “HAPPY NEW
YEAR”.
By-Amanuel Zekarias
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Happy New Year!

Billion Temesghen

It’s here! Finally. The last date on the calendar, the last day of the 364 ‘leaped’ days and the most awaited day for a fresh start. For many of us, New Year’s Day
could simply be the turning point of a calendar page, however, for many more, it is the sacred last tick on the clock generating a whole new set of them. Worth
a celebration or not, though, it is definitely a time to clean up from the mind, all the preoccupations and dare to map out new ways directed towards a utopia
of our own; a time of reflection for new ventures.
May you all have a happy venturing time on this New Year and lets us see on today’s Q&A what our young guests have to say on this New Year’s Eve.

Seid Saleh
Head, Human Resources
Development and Documentation
Department, NUEYS (National
Union of Eritrean Youth and
Students)
New Year would mean more to
us: the youth. It is a checkpoint,
where we evaluate past walks and
set for new journeys. And because
we own that young passion, only
naturally would we feel that need
to accelerate with our thriving
ventures. Hence, it is my greatest
wish for all Eritrean youth to be
successful, happy and content.
NUEYS always prioritizes the
youth’s need and look for ways to
assist them. In fact, in this almost
ending year, the Union has set
out for numerous undertakings
nationwide. That of vocational
trainings could be a great example;
many young people have acquired
skills which boosted their
professionalism and undeniably
have served as key factors to the
national development drive.
The Union has more strategic
plans for the coming year; it is
my greatest wish for our youth to
benefit from them as much as they
can. Our Union has office branches
in all parts of the nation and we
are simply one office door knock
away!

gallant brothers and sisters in the
Defense Forces.
Niat Simon
Student, Halhale College of
Business and Economics
Hello! Happy New Year to you
all! I just got back to Asmara for
the weekend from my college to
celebrate the New Year, and what
a great time!
Another year has come and I am
with family and friends whom I
love extremely. And this is exactly
what we Eritreans treasure the
most: the essence of respect and
love towards one another.
The most common prayer of
many grandmas goes like this:
“Don’t part us from those whom we
love”. I have adopted the prayer too,
so, may this New Year be a year in
which we will keep rejoicing with
each other. You know, our very big
family is a rainbow of diversity,
respect and love.

Cusub Egida! That is how we
say Happy New Year in Saho, my
mother tongue. New Year is the
time of the New Year for everyone
to turn a chapter by looking
forward and improving ourselves
and spending time with long lost
friends or family.

priceless smile of our people. I
guess this is what I enjoy the most
in my passion and profession. I
keep thinking I’m just blessed to be
able to capture all of the wonders.
Happy New Year! May this year
be as beautiful as the pictures that I
am passionate to take!

Meron Haile

Nesrit Yassin
Professional Makeup Artist and

having each other. It is also one of
the biggest reasons why I did my
college studies in Eritrea, with my
compatriot brothers and sisters.
And it is also the reason why I
just started raising a family of my
own alongside my spouse Imen
Salahadin.
Meron Haile

Year; may this year be so joyous
and so blissful such that no one
will feel the need to put on makeup
to be content…even though this
would put me out of job!

so best of luck to my schoolmates,
I hope we all do awesome in the
midterm exams!

Liwam Teumezghi

I wish for everyone a Happy New

Nesrit Yassin

Niat Simon

then you’d know what I’m talking
about. Eritrea is blessed with
endless historical sites, amazing
geographical compositions, natural
spots, dazzling blue richness of
the sea and, last but not least, the

Let’s welcome the holiday season
with a joyous spirit and make peace
and have faith in life. Every one of
us is meant to do great things and
we are all destined to be happy and
satisfied in life. Therefore, let’s
welcome the coming year the best
way there is.

As soon as the festive season is
over, we’ll all go back to school,

Happy New Year to the people
of Eritrea, and particularly to our

Seid Saleh

Stylist

Photographer and Graphic
Designer
Asmara has always been beautiful
but the Christmas carols and lights
make it even more beautiful. You
know what this means? It means
amazing, unbelievable and dazzling
shots for us lucky cameramen!
If you have taste for beauty

Liwam Teumezghi
Graduate
in
Business
Administration, Wife and Mother
New Year! The name is not
much, yet holds so much energy
and excitement. The big 01/01….
A fresh start. The front line of yet
another 365 days. I spent most of
my childhood outside of Eritrea
and I lived amongst such diverse
cultures that celebrated different
holidays in vastly varied festive
ways, but hey, not quite like ours!
The love and respect I have for
my people, is beyond explainable.
We are a big family that rejoices
by simply being together and

My baby daughter’s name is an
attribute to historic feats of our
forefathers and foremothers during
the armed struggle. Dearly part and
parcel of my New Year’s wishes is
for my country to be perpetually
peaceful, so that my little Rora,
can experience the same and more
serenity I experience being a
daughter of this land.
No matter what country you are
in or what nationality, New Year’s
is equally significant worldwide.
To me it is that tall building with
the best view where you stand and
imagine how the next year goes,
that sneak peak your imagination
grants you to close your eyes and
envisions the upcoming twelve
months.
So people let your imagination
run wild and spend that gift wisely.
I have a feeling that 2017 will be
SPECTACULAR! Hopefully my
baby Rora’s 1st Birthday and first
steps will be a slice of the joy the
New Year’s bring.
Cheers!!!

Eritrea Profile Wishes a
Happy New Year to All!

